Meal Plan Information

All students living in Cook and Meijer must be on a meal plan.

14 meal plan per week: $1,845
(Recommended)
This meal plan will allow students to use 14 meal passes anytime throughout the week. This plan will also include $150 dining dollars that may be used at the Victory Café and the Panther Den.

120 Meal Block: $989
(Default if living in Cook and Meijer style living)
This meal block includes 120 meal passes that students can use anytime throughout the semester. This block does not include any dining dollars. All residents of Cook & Meijer Halls who have a 120 meal block are allowed to upgrade to an Unlimited or 14.

50 Meal Block: $415
This meal block includes 50 meal passes that students can use anytime throughout the semester. This block does not include any dining dollars.